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Chapter 1: Safety

1.1 Safety warning and signs

Danger! A hazardous situation which, if not avoided, will
immediate result in serious injury or death.

Warning! A hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could
result in serious injury or death.

Caution! A hazardous situation which, if not avoided, may
result in mini or moderate injury.

Information! User-tips or useful information.

Requirement! Specific demands of operating the machine for
instrument safety.

1.2 General safety rules

Matters needing attention:

1. Keep the instrument used in a perfect working condition；
2. Only the operator who is full-trained can carry out maintenance, service and

repair jobs；
3. Please do not remove any safety devices；
4. The manufacturer will not be responsible for any loss caused by improper use or

failure to follow the instructions；
5. Equipment can only be used for low temperature cooling source device.

1.3 Responsibility of the operator
Place the operating instructions in a fixed position for easy reading at any

time.Only the operator who is full-trained can operate this unit. Operators must read
and understand the manual and safety instructions. Always wear personal protective
equipment
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1.4 Requirements of the operator
Operators need to read the instructions and to ensure the skilled operation of

equipment.The minimum age for operators is 18 years old.

1.5 Operational responsibility

Operators must read and understand the manual and safety instructions. Always
wear personal protective equipment such as protective Equipment (e.g. Safety goggles,
safety gloves).In the work area, the operator is responsible for the third party.

1.6 Working area
Working area is referred to the open area before the control panel of machine.

The working area is determined by user who operates the machine.
The user has the responsibility to ensure a clear, safe working area when the

machine is working. The user must take consideration of the potential risk and use
the machine in explosion-proof areas.

1.7 Safety standards

Classification of
Laboratory thermostatic

equipment

Heat conduction
medium

Technical
Requirements

Assign (4)

Ⅰ Non-flammable (1) Over-temperature
cut-off (3)

NFL

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

Flammable (2) Adjustable
over-temperature
cut-off
Adjustable
over-temperature
cut-off
and extra low-level
switch

FL

1) Usually refers to water；
2) Burning point ≥ 65℃, that is to say that ethanol can be used in strict supervision；
3)The over-temperature protection device may consist of a heat transfer oil sensor and a corresponding
over-temperature protection switch；
4) Defined by manufacturer.
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The instrument used in gradeⅢ.
Introduction: over-temperature electronic protection switch
The instrument is used for low-temperature cooling, without heating device, low temperature
operation controlled by PID, when the temperature is too low, it will automatically stop the
compressor, no longer use of mechanical tools. The over-temperature switch can be adjusted
through the control panel.

1.8 External safety device

Alarm function
Instrument information
Dangerous emergency operation steps
Unplug the power
Evacuate the area to avoid injury or loss of life

1.9 Environmental Conditions

①For indoor use only ;
②Installationsite<2000maltitude ;
③Maximum relative humidity of 80%, at 32 °C ;
④Mains voltage should be ±10% of the rated value;
⑤ Cleanness rating II ;
⑥ Overvoltage category II.

1.10 Operating requirements
1)Whether the machine you bought is air-cooled or water-cooled, an operating
environment with sufficient fresh air is required. The instrument must have a
clearance of 30cm between itself and the wall, both in front and behind the machine.

2 )When select the heat conduction medium, please pay attention to its temperature
range, flash point, viscosity, freezing point and so on, to see whether it can meet the
requirements. And whether it is suitable for the inside pipelines using.

3 ) The length of the hose should be kept as short as possible.But the diameter of
hose can be as big as possible. If the diameter is too small, the flow rate of heat
conduction medium may be limited.

4 ) Do not use water as the heat conduction medium;

5 ) Non-suitable heat conduction medium may lead to negative effect or damage
to the instruments.
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6 ) After filling the fluid, please reset the technical Parameters.

7 ) Do not fold the fluid pipeline;

8 ) check the fluid pipeline regularly to avoid the damage of material ( for example :
fission ) .

1.11 Installation site
Caution!

The instrument must be in upright position during the transportation.；
Place the instrument on a stable, even and vibration-free surface and keep it fixed.；
Place the instrument on a nonflammable surface；
Keep the working area clean and tidy to avoid the danger of stumbling；
If the instrument is located on wheel equipment, please install brake for wheel
equipment；
Put medium absorbent material under the instrument in case heat conduction medium
leakage；
Any spillage of heat conduction medium should be immediately cleaned up；
For large instrument, please check load capacity of the floor.

1.12 Heat transfer medium

Please kindly refer to LNEYA oil model KDOC-220 technical parameter, and note
the viscosity of heat transfer oil at the lowest temperature should no more than
50 mm²s;

Chapter 2: Connect the machine, add the thermal oil and

Prepare for the required application

2.1 Power connection

Warning!

Check to make sure that the line voltage matches the supply voltage specified on
the identification plate or data sheet. We disclaim all liability for damage caused by
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incorrect line voltages!

Safety instructions

Danger:Please connect the instrument to protect the ground wire!
Caution:Do not move the unit from its location while it is running.
Danger:Never operate equipment with damaged mains power cables.

Three-phase electrical equipment are equipped with phase sequence protector and
Open phase protector. If there is no power supply on the controller after the power on,
please replace either of two fire lines, until phase sequence and Open phase protector
indicator light turns green.（If the indicator flashes or does not light, it indicates that
there is phase error.）

2.2 Start-up

Instructions
All models must be moved and installed in an upright position. Provide for a stable
installation and make sure that the thermostat cannot tilt. Ensure that sufficient fresh
air is available for the circulation pump and compressors at the installation site. The
warm exhaust air must be able to escape upwards unhindered.
Check the tightness of the connection pipe between the instrument and the peripheral device.
Please infer the connection data from the data sheet.Please ensure that there is a 70 cm
gap between wall and rear panel.

2.3 Connecting an external closed application

Closed applications - Connect a closed application (eg reactor, rotary evaporator, plate
heat exchanger, shell and tube heat exchanger, etc.)
Ensure that the material and the performance of the oil pipe are matched with the
range of the heat conducting oil and the temperature. In order to ensure the correct
operation of the machine,it is necessary to ensure that there is no bubble inside the
system, and to ensure that the heat transfer medium outlet connected to the heat
exchanger under the interface, the device heat transfer medium inlet connected to the
heat exchanger on the interface.
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2.4 Adding thermofluid

Note: Please be careful when fill the thermofluid, to prevent it flow over the
upper cover plate; the overflow of medium may cause short circuit, electrical
failure, control system failure; If the medium is flammable and explosive, may
cause burning and explosion.

Adding the heat conducting medium from the liquid inlet and close the power supply.

Heating fluid filling

A. Before the heat transfer of the equipment, the inlet of the heat transfer liquid of the

refrigeration cycle is connected with the stainless steel bellows

B. Open the exhaust valve on the top and close the drain.

C. Thermal injection into the liquid inlet

D. After the entire circulatory system filled with the heat transfer medium (including the reactor
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jacket, rotary evaporator, plate heat exchanger, shell and tube heat exchanger etc.) the liquid stay

above the mini. level (Then the air-venting is almost finished).

G. Later using just start or stop the button,and then set the temperature.（Note: When running

the equipment must first run the circulating pump, circulation pump has to work ；

Refrigeration and heating will not run if the circulation pump is not turned on.）

2.5 HMI

2.5.1 Power on
Touch screen power on, pop up screen for about 1 second,then read the article,display "hold down
the touch screen, you can enter the start up window properties".Password has been set here, user
can not operate.Then there will be white screen 1~2 seconds.

2.5.2 User log in and log out

Enter “main window”, click “user manage”, and click "log in", select the user name to
log in, the first time to log in there is no password, just click "ok", If the user has
modified the password, please type in correct password, and click "ok" to log in, user
name will be display below the left picture of user manage.
We suggest user to modify the password after first time log in, and remember the
password. How to modify the password, please refer to later description.
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2.5.3 Modify password

Enter "user manage" and click "modify password". Before modifying the password
the user should be verified, namely to log in again.
Then enter “modify password”, need to type in old password twice to modify the
password, the modified new password also need to type in twice.

2.5.4 User authority management

It is the user's right, that is, after log in, the user will have some rights, which is authored by the
administrator.

2.5.5 User group

User are divided into four groups, please refer to the following table.

2.5.6 User
As shown on the right, user at the top of the pyramid can always create, copy, modify
and delete users of the lower pyramid.“Factory”can manage "Administrator1",
"Administrator2" and all the users.

Group
All users

Initial
password

Customer

Admin

Factory
Owned by

manufacturer

Administrator1 Administrator2 none

Users User1 User2 User3 none

Manager Manager1 Manager2 none
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2.5.7 Lost password solution

If want to add numbers in "Users" and "Manager"
or lost the password, you can create copy, modify
and delete users in "Administrator1" and
"Administrator2".
If want to add users in "Administrator1" and
"Administrator2" or lost the password,
"Administrator1" and "Administrator2" can create,
copy, modify, and delete users in each other group.

2.5.8 User manage

Modify user rights:
First the user enter "user manage" to log in (as described above must belong to group
"Admin"), then click "user manage", enter the assigned permissions.
double-click the user name you want to assign or click "user property" to modify the
description, password and group of the user.

Modify user groups:
Double click user group, can select, add and delete the number in the group, can also
change the log in time, but can’t log in if beyond the time period you selected.

Other:
Add numbers: can type in new number name, number description, number password
and modify number group
Copy number: copy or modify number groups, can also add number name, number
description and number password.

2.5.9 Permissions

Window name Accessible group
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Master control Customer
User manage All numbers

Graphs All numbers
Alarms All numbers
Contact us All numbers
Date report All numbers

System setting Admin、Manager
Factory setting Admin+ Factory password
Curve export Admin、Manager
Data export Admin、Manager

As shown in the above table,"All numbers" means to enter without logging in.
Note
"Admin" can enter "Factory Settings", but also need "factory password", the password
is owned by manufacturers, if want to change internal parameters, please get the
factory authorization, otherwise the changes will cause equipment failure and other
unexpected events.

2.5.10 Operation image

Type the appropriate setting temperature, press the "Run" button, the device starts
running，press the "stop" button，the device stops running. Press the "cycle" to start
the circulation pump.Operation interface and confirmation screen as shown below.

2.5.11 Historical Data
Historical data, that is, the data that is recorded before.After the touch screen is power on, the
record is saved.
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2.5.11.1 Historical Data Records

The historical data of the system will be recorded. The save recycle is 10s/ time, the
available residual capacity are about RAM: 22M, ROM: 55M. 10s/time, for example,
the expected continuous cumulative storage > 6 months.

2.5.11.2 Delete Historical Data

The system will automatically delete some data records when the storage space is full.
It will firstly delete the oldest data record.
The users can also delete the data manually, the specific steps are as follows: “main
window” →"Settings" →"System Settings" → “capacity information” →"disk
cleanup", type in retention time (unit: h) → "confirm".

2.5.12 Graph

Curve is one way to display the historical data, it can not only display the temperature
data but also can reflect the temperature change trend and the differences at different
temperature point.Y axis is the temperature axis, the unit is ℃ , display accuracy of + 0.1 C, the
default value is -100 ~250℃;

2.5.12.1 Refresh curve

Due to the limited performance of the touch screen, the curve refresh speed can’t be
changed, it will be refreshed every 5s, if the user adjust the curve or just enter the
curve window, the curve will be refreshed after 60s.

2.5.12.2 Curve breakpoint processing

Curve is composed of a collection points (data saving point). The curve breakpoint
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processing range is 20s, when ≥2 data generated within 20s, they will be connected
into a continuous curve, otherwise curve won’t be formed.

2.5.12.3 Curve selection

The user can select the required curve. If only want to check the actual setting

temperature, process temperature, the user can click in "graph". Then tick the
wanted temperature.This function can also be used when the curve is of high
repeatability.

2.5.12.4 Curve Adjustment

X-axis adjustment：

Click these two icons to move to the forefront or end of X-axis (usually the current time).
Just click, not for long pressing.

These two icons are the last page and next page of X-axis. Click these two icons to change the
page. X-axis span won’t be changed. When the X-axis span is one hour, click these
two icons will forward or back one hour. Just click, not for long pressing.

These two icons are for checking curve record, forward or back, the unit is 1/4 length of X-axis.
When the X-axis span is one hour, click these two icons to forward or back 15
minutes (1/4 hour), just click, not for long pressing.

These two icons are for reducing and enlarging in X-axis. When X-axis reduces, X-axis span
will be smaller, the curve will be enlarged in X-axis direction; conversely curve will
shrink in X-axis direction. The adjust range is -20 to 20 times (positive to enlarge,
negative to reduce), just click, not for long pressing.

Click this icon to select the beginning time of the curve, you can select time and date
in dialog. Click OK, it will automatically display the time curve selected by the user.
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When the mouse pointer is over this icon, it will become " " " ", to stretch X-axis

to right and left; when mouse pointer is between these two icons, it will become " ",
to move X-axis as a whole.

Y-axis adjustment：

These two icons are the last page and next page of Y-axis. Click these two icons to change the
page. Y-axis span won’t be changed. When the Y-axis span is -100~250 degree, click
next page will display -450~-100 degree. Just click, not for long pressing.

These two icons are for checking curve record in Y-axis, forward or back, the unit is 1/4 length
of Y-axis. Just click, not for long pressing.

These two icons are for reducing and enlarging in Y-axis. When Y-axis reduces, Y-axis span
will be smaller, the curve will be enlarged in Y-axis; conversely curve will shrink in
Y-axis.

When the mouse pointer is over this icon, it will become “ ”“ ”, to up and down

stretch Y-axis; when mouse pointer is between these two icons, it will become “ ”, to
move Y-axis as a whole.

2.5.12.5 View curve profile

There is a black time positioning axes following the mouse in Curve display window,
you can check all specific data, data range, time range and specific time information
of the curve from the yellow picture where the mouse stops.
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2.5.12.6 Curve Export

This function can only be used on the touch screen, can not be achieved in the PC
software, but can be reserved in PC software. Curve will be exported in screen-shot,
".BMP" bitmap format. This format is compatible with most common image browsing
software. Users can type in characters to name the picture. The export steps are: Insert

U disk to the USB port →click “ ”→type in picture name→click “ok”→ curve
export is finished.

2.5.13 Data Report

Data Report, is also a way to show historical data in tabular form, can check the
specific data of each reserve time. The latest data is shown at the top, users can easily
check it when entered. There are 16 rows of data in each page, each row is a save
data.

Click once it will turn up and turn down quickly, click again it will stop. If negative
line appears when turn up, it is the latest data. Just click the icons, not for long
pressing.

Click these two icons to turn up or turn down 50 lines, if less than 50 rows when turn
up, it will switch to the top line. If less than 50 lines when turn down, it will switch to
the blank line. If negative line appears when turn up, it is the latest data. Just click the
icons, not for long pressing.
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Click these two icons will turn up or turn down one line. Just click the icons, not for
long pressing.

Click this icon to select the time range of data reports. The user can select the save
data at any time.

The data will be exported in table form, separator is “，”, export format suffix “.CSV”,
Users can open the file in "TXT", "Microsoft Excel" and other common software.

Specific steps are: Insert U disk to the USB port →click “ ”→type in time range
of the exported data (Start time and end time), click"OK" → select the hard disk
(select the default value "\ USB harddisk")
Column A "MCGS_Time" is system time, when using touch screen is touch screen
system time, when using PC is PC system time.
Column B "MCGS_TIMEMS" is system clock coding, no practical meaning, can be
deleted.
Column C“SV2”is setting temperature。
Column D“Outlet_temp”is the outlet temperature.

2.5.14 Alarm

Alarms are divided into real-time alarm and alarm records.

2.5.14.1 Real-time alarm

Real-time alarm will happen when alarms occurs or stops, sub-window will appear,
click "Exit" on the upper right corner of the sub-window can close this sub-window.

Red information indicates alarm occurs, blue information indicates alarm stops.
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2.5.14.2 Alarm records

There will be save records when alarm occurs and ends each time, alarm records will
be sorted according to time sequence, the latest record will be at the top, you can
check the save records in alarm records, click "data records" in "main window" to
enter.
Each line will display one alarm recording, each recording will include the alarm date,
time, value, alarm description and end time. If there is no end time, it means the fault
isn’t solved before power off. Each page will display 20 records in "alarm

recording" , click these two icons to turn up and down.

2.5.15 System Settings

System setting, we can change the language. Click on the "system settings", factory
setting needs manufacturer to set the parameter.
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2.5.15.1 Auto log out

when user logs in but long time no action on the touch screen the system will
automatically log out. The system will start timing from the moment the touch screen
no action, when reaches the setting value it will automatically log out.

2.5.15.2 Language Selection

This operating system can be switched between two languages, English and Chinese,
the user can select either one.

2.5.15.3 Buzzer touch response

When touch the screen there will be "beep ~" sound, users can cancel this function or
can extend the "beep ~".

2.5.15.4 Buzzer alarm

when an alarm occurs the touch screen will have "Di di di ~"pulse beep.

2.5.15.5 Auto backlight

The touch screen will automatically light out when it is not used for a long time. It
will start timing from the last time using of the touch screen.
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2.5.15.6 Capacity information

Users can check the storage space of touch screen here, the user can click cleanup
when the space is insufficient. As described above.

2.5.15.7 Storage cycle of temp. data

Here you can modify the temp.data of storage cycle , as described above.

2.6 Temperature control

After filling the fluid and air venting, the temperature control will start. Then type in
setting temperature, press“run”and “stop”button to start or stop the machine.(the
pump must be working when the machine is operating), when the temperature
reached, the refrigeration will stop, when temperature rise, the compressor will start
again.

2.7 Removal of heat medium

Illustration
Set up a suitable drain port, and then make it into a suitable container (make sure the
tubes and containers matched heat-conducting medium)
Open the drain valve
The heat transfer medium flows from the external application to the pump chamber
and from the drain to the container.

2.8 Changing heat conduction medium / internal cleaning
Warning
Note that acetone can not be used as a solvent. Using acetone will cause damage to
the fluid seals in the instrument.

After draining the instrument as described in the chapter Draining an externally closed
application, depending on the fluid, it is possible that remnants of the oil remain in the
pump chamber and in the internal reservoir.
Fill the instrument with a suitable solvent (e.g. Mucosal when working with silicone
oils as the fluid) and circulate it around the instrument to clean the internal
components such as pump housing, reservoir, etc. Depending on the amount of
contamination, it may be necessary to drain the solvent off, and repeat the procedure
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a number of times with clean solvent.Afterwards, leave the temperature control
device stand for some time (open all drain valves and have the connections opened
as well as open drain).
When working at ultra-low temperature, please be sure to remove the moisture in the
system before working with a new heat conduction medium, otherwise it will cause
the increasing viscosity of heat conduction medium and reduction of heat transfer
capability.

Chapter 3:Technical parameters and circuit

control

3.1 Production introduction

1.Wide working temperature range with cooling and heating function, temperature
range: -55~250℃.
2.With 2pcs of LED display controller, can show the setting temperature & actual
value, and alarm value for overtemperature.
3.Efficient fast, simple topping up liquid.
4.Ensure fast cooling at high temperature and can acheive 250℃~-55℃ temperature
control continuously.
5.The cycle system is closed, there is no oil mist and water vapor happend, so as to
assure the lab safety and heat transfer fluid lifetime.
6.Use copeland brand compressor,circulation pump,stable performance and reliable
quality.
7.Self-diagnosis function; freezer overload protection; high pressure switch, overload
relay, thermal protection device, liquid low level protection, high temperature
protection and temperature fault protection.
8.Use the same kind of heat conducting in the whole heating-cooling cycle when
control heat conducting medium temperature.
9.High-lift design and meet the long-distance transportation of heat conducting
medium.
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3.2 Technical parameters of equipment

Model HRT-25N HRT-35N HRT-50N HRT-70N HRT-100N HRT-150N
Temperature range℃ -50℃～250℃ -50℃～250℃ -50℃～250℃ -50℃～250℃ -50℃～250℃ -50℃～250℃

Controller PID adaptive controller
Temp. control Heat-conducting medium outlet temp. control

Communication protocol MODBUS RTU Protocol, RS 485 Interface
Temperature feedback Heat-conducting medium temperature feedback PT100

Temp. accuracy ±0.5℃ ±0.5℃ ±0.5℃ ±0.5℃ ±0.5℃ ±0.5℃
Heating power 2500W 3500W 5500W 7500W 10000W 15000W

Cooling capacity

250℃ 2000W 3500W 5500W 7500W 10000W 15000W
100℃ 2000W 3500W 5000W 7000W 10000W 15000W

20℃ 2000W 3500W 5000W 7000W 10000W 15000W
0℃ 1800W 3000W 5000W 7000W 10000W 15000W

-20℃ 850W 1500W 2850W 4200W 6000W 11000W
-40℃ 250W 450W 900W 1500W 2000W 3750W

Circulation pump
Max25L/min

1BAR
Max50L/min

1BAR
Max50L/min

1BAR
Max50L/min

1BAR
Max75L/min
1.5BAR

Max110L/min
1.5BAR

Compressor Tecumseh Copeland Copeland Copeland Copeland Copeland

Evaporator
Plate heat
exchanger

Plate heat
exchanger

Plate heat
exchanger

Plate heat
exchanger

Plate heat
exchanger

Plate heat exchanger

Operation panel Display setting temperature, medium outlet and return temperature; 7-inch Touch screen display

Safety protection
Self-diagnosis function; freezer overload protection; high pressure switch, overload relay, thermal
protection device,
liquid low level protection, high temperature protection and temperature fault protection.

Closed circulation system

The whole system is full closed circulation, there is no oil mist at high temperature and no water
vapor at low temperature,
pressure do not rise up when system is running. The system will supplement oil automatically at
low temperature.

Refrigerant R-404A R-404A R404A R404A R404A R404A
Connection size DN-15 DN20 DN20 DN20 DN20 DN-20

Connection size
(air-cooled)

400*600*1050 550*680*1450 550*680*1450 620*700*1450 700*700*1750 700*700*1750

Weight (air-cooled) 160kg 185kg 245kg 285kg 320kg 360kg

Power
AC 220V
50HZ

4.5kW (max)

AC 380V
50HZ

6.5kW (max)

AC 380V
50HZ

9kW (max)

AC 380V
50HZ

12.5kW (max)

AC 380V
50HZ

16.5kW (max)

AC 380V 50HZ
24kW (max)

Case material Cold rolled steel
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Application Tips：

Cooling power: refers to the maximum cooling capacity output at different

temperatures, which can carry the maximum heat. If the cooling power is greater at a

certain temperature, the shorter the time required for the cooling of the refrigeration

equipment to the temperature, the more heat can be taken away at this temperature.

The above parameters are measured at ambient temperature of 20 ° C and humidity of

65% RH.

Causes and Solutions of Faults
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Fault condition Reason solution

Controller Failure
1. Sensor is open circuit or
short circuit
2.Controller failure
3.Temperature alarm

Change
Change
Professional maintenance

The whole unit can
not work

1. Phase sequence fault
2.Leakage
3.Lack of phase sequence

Adjust the power phase sequence
and change the phase protector
Check the leakage parts
Check the circuit

Circulation pump
can’t work.

AC controller can’t work.
Fault with circulation pump.

Check whether there is signal
output.
change new one or maintenance.

Refrigeration unit
can not work

1.controller without signal
output
2、wrong with refrigeration
AC contactor
3.wrong with refrigeration
unit

1.Check the controller
2.Change contactor
3.Carefully check

Refrigeration unit
doesn’t work
under low
temperature step

1.refrigerant leakage
2.refrigeration low
temperature control valve is
off
3.circulation pump doesn’t
work
4.refrigerated fan doesn’t
work
compressor doesn’t work
Insufficient cooling water
pressure and insufficient flow

1.Leakage check, and re-add the
refrigerant
Check refrigeration low
temperature control valve.
Check the failure reasons of the
circulation pump
4.Whether capacitance has error
and change a new one. 5.Check
whether there is fault with fan and
change a new one.
6.Compressor starter failure,
change a new one.
7.Compressor failure, change a
new one.
8.Need to ensure the amount of
flow and pressure
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